
 
 
 
 
 

 

Example CAP and Sustainability Plan Strategy Criteria 
 
The city committee/taskforce should identify specific criteria for screening, 
reviewing, and prioritizing strategies and actions developed for the plan.  Below 
are a number of examples, the committee/taskforce may simply select from this 
list those criteria which best fit the community’s goals, or use this list as inspiration 
to develop your own list of criteria 
 

1. Support : How likely is the proposal to be adopted by the City or community-
wide? Is it politically feasible? Is there community support? Is it consistent 
with the City’s priorities and readiness to implement?  

 
2. Impact of Implementation : Will it impact a large portion of the targeted 

emissions sector or population?  
 

3. Equity of Implementation:  Will this strategy positively support advancing 
equity within the community? Does the action address the needs of 
vulnerable and historically marginalized populations? Does the action reduce 
vulnerability for all populations? Is it fair? 

 
4. Potential for Success:  Do these strategies have a track record for success 

locally or in other communities?  
 

5. Effectiveness:  How likely is it the action will work to address the goal?  Is this 
addressing a high-priority vulnerability or a major source of emissions?  
 

6. Affordability:  What is the relative ease of covering the costs of the action with 
City budget, grants, establishment of progressive fee structures, etc.? How 
affordable is the action to residents/businesses?  What is the relative cost 
effectiveness of this action? 
 

7. Cost of Business As Usual : If this strategy is not implemented, what will the 
cost of adaptation be in the future?  

 
8. Existing Capacity : What is the current institutional capacity to take on the 

proposal? Are there opportunities to combine the proposal with existing 
programs or departments? Who is responsible?  
 

9. Technical feasibility:  Is it possible to implement the action with current 
technical capacities within the City? Or would we need further research, 
information, or outside expertise? 
 

10. Capacity Partnership : Are there implementation partnerships available to the 
City to enhance implementation capacity?  What partnerships can be called 
into play? 

 
11. Enforceability and Measurability : Can the program be enforced? Are there 

ways to measure the impact of the strategy?  



 
 
 
 
 

 

 
12. Timeframe:  What is the timeframe for the project? How long will it take to see 

the impacts of the proposal? 
 

13. Funding: What is the availability of funding? Include research and propose 
financial strategies that could facilitate City and community actions in 
fulfillment of this plan.  
 

14. Co-Benefits : Does the action address multiple goals, or other City or 
community objectives ?  Does the strategy address needs in resilience, public 
health/quality of life, economic prosperity, triple bottom line, stewardship, 
and/or innovation?  
 

15. Economic Development Potential : Does the action have the potential of 
creating jobs for residents – particularly among low income communities?  
Does this strategy support the development of new business potentials 
within the city?  Does this strategy have the potential of saving businesses 
and residents (especially low income) money which they can re-invest in the 
community? 
 

 


